Ask a Question

What am I curious about?

What questions do I have?

How do I think like a scientist?

Design Your Experiment

What do you think is going to happen in your experiment?

Observe:
What do you notice?

Like Zoey, use your science journal to take notes & draw

What’s your conclusion?

Explore more on Youtube, with Mystery Doug:
https://tinyurl.com/YoutubeMysteryDoug
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Materials in this kit
• Science journal
• Pencils
• Pencil sharpener
• “Thinking Goggles”
• Ruler
• Eye dropper
• Magnifying glass

What will your steps be?
(See Zoey’s steps on page 50)

1.
2.
3.
(Try changing one thing!)

In this first book of the series Zoey uses her scientist thinking skills to design an experiment to help a magical dragon. Check out Chapter 8 to see the parts of Zoey’s experiment and what she documents in her science journal.
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• We will feature your photos on social media and enter you into a raffle drawing to win more art supplies!

[By sending us your picture you are giving Agency by Design Oakland permission to use it on social media.]